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http://www.newagebd.net/article/90943/sez-units-get-wider-scope-for-bringing-overseas-funds

UAE hints to reopen labour market for Bangladeshi workers

UAE also expresses willingness to import rice from Bangladesh The United Arab Emirates (UAE) has hinted

reopening its labour market for Bangladeshi workers after a ban of five years. Crown Prince of Abu Dhabi and

Deputy Supreme Commander of the UAE Armed Forces, Sheikh Mohamed bin Zayed Al Nahyan gave the hint while

paying a courtesy call on Bangladesh Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina in Dubai on Sunday. The meeting was held on

the sidelines of the Dubai Airshow 2019, at the Dubai World Central (DWC), reports BSS. Hinting to reopen the

labour market for Bangladeshi workers soon, the crown prince told the Bangladesh Prime Minister: "You (Sheikh

Hasina) will not ask the same question when you will pay your next visit to the UAE." He also hinted to give more

work permit visas for Bangladeshi workers. PM's Press Secretary Ihsanul Karim told the reporters after the

meeting. During the meeting, the crown prince also expressed his willingness to import rice from Bangladesh.

https://www.dhakatribune.com/bangladesh/2019/11/17/uae-hints-to-reopen-labour-market-for-

bangladeshi-workers

SEZ units get wider scope for bringing overseas funds

The Bangladesh Bank on Sunday widened the scope for bringing funds from abroad for the enterprises which are

operating in different specialised economic zones in the country. A BB circular issued on the day said that it was

observed that eligible enterprises operating in different specialised economic zones like export processing zones,

economic zones and hi-tech parks received inward remittances other than foreign equity, authorised foreign loans

and export proceeds. In order to enhance scope of operation, the BB allowed authorised dealers of banks to credit

the entities’ accounts with legitimate receipts against small, quality and insurance claims, freight charge of sample,

reimbursement of expenses for samples from the buyers or partners, it said. The BB, however, asked banks to

check due diligence in compliance with know-your-customer, anti-money laundering or combating financing of

terrorism.
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NBR gets Tk 1,347cr in four days

The National Board of Revenue received Tk 1,347 crore in income taxes in the first four days of the ongoing

weeklong income tax fair against the receipt of Tk 1,268 crore for the same duration during the fair last year. On

the fourth day of the fair alone on Sunday, tax collection stood at Tk 283 crore which was Tk 253 crore on the

same day last year, according to the NBR data. A total of 93,916 taxpayers filed their income tax returns on Sunday

at the fair venues across the country taking the total number of returns submitted in the first four days to 3.15

lakh, the data showed. The revenue board witnessed a huge crowd at the fair venues, including the central one set

up at the Officers’ Club Dhaka in the capital, on the day. Around 2.93 lakh people received services from officials at

the fair while 4,562 new taxpayers obtained fresh electronic taxpayers’ identification numbers on the day. 
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এশিয়া-প্যাশিশিকে িবকেকয় ববশি িময় বেয় বাাংলাকেি

আমদানি ও রফতানি পণ্য খালাসে এনিয়া-প্রিান্ত মহাোগরীয় অঞ্চসল (এনিয়া

পযানেনফক) েবসেসয় ববনি েময় বিয় বাাংলাসদি। েমুদ্রবন্দর ও নবমািবন্দর দুই বেসেই একই অবস্থা। গতকাল অর্থমন্ত্রী আ হ ম মুস্তফা কামাসলর েসে এক ববঠসক এ েম

েযার কর্া তুসল ধসরি ঢাকা েফররত জাপানি বযবোয়ী প্রনতনিনধরা।রাজধািীর বিসরবাাংলা িগসরর এিইনে েসেলি কসে ৩ ঘণ্টাবযাপী এ ববঠসক জাপানি প্রনতনিনধ দসলর 

বিতৃত্ব বদি বাাংলাসদসি জাপাসির রাষ্ট্রদূত িাওনক ইসতা।ববঠসক জাপানি বযবোয়ী প্রনতনিনধ দল পণ্য খালাসে বাাংলাসদসির নবমাি ও েমুদ্রবন্দসরর বতথ মাি অবস্থা েম্পসকথ  এ

কটি প্রনতসবদি নদসয়সেি অর্থমন্ত্রীর কাসে। প্রনতসবদসি বলা হসয়সে, েমুদ্রবন্দসর পণ্য খালাসে এনিয়াপ্রিান্ত মহাোগরীয় অঞ্চসলর গড় েময় আট নদি। অর্ে বাাংলাসদসি ে

ময় বিয় ১৫ দিনমক ৮ নদি। এসেসে েবসেসয় কম েময় বিয় নিসয়তিাম, মাে োতনদি। এোড়া র্াইলযান্ড ৭ দিনমক ৩, ইসন্দাসিনিয়া ৯ দিনমক ১, নফনলপাইি ১০ দিনম

ক ৩, িারত ১২, নময়ািমার ১৩ দিনমক ৩ ও কসবানিয়া ১৩ দিনমক ৩ নদি েময় বিয়। অিযনদসক নবমািবন্দসর পণ্য খালাসে এনিয়া-

প্রিান্ত মহাোগরীয় অঞ্চসল গসড় ৩ দিনমক ২ নদি েময় লাসগ।

http://bonikbarta.net/home/news_description/210932/%E0%A6%8F%E0%A6%B6%E0%A6%BF%E0

%A7%9F%E0%A6%BE-

%E0%A6%AA%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AF%E0%A6%BE%E0%A6%B8%E0%A6%BF%E0%A6%AB%E0%A

http://www.newagebd.net/article/90941/nbr-gets-tk-1347cr-in-four-days

'Real-time' audit by CAG can help check fiscal anomalies

Collaboration among accountability organisations, including Comptroller and Auditor General (CAG), Anti-

Corruption Commission (ACC), parliamentary committees and civil society organisations, can ensure transparent

and effective public spending. Experts said this at a roundtable styled 'South Asia Accountability Roundtable:

Promoting Accountability and Integrity in Government Spending', organised by the World Bank (WB) at a city hotel

on Sunday. They also said introduction of real-time audit would help reduce financial irregularities significantly, as

it is possible to check wrongdoings even before they take place. Sharing public spending information with other

accountability entities will enable all to work together to curb corruption and bring the best results from public

expenditure, they added. Speaking as the chief guest, Jatiya Sangsad (JS) Speaker Shirin Sharmin Chaudhury said

promoting accountability and integrity in the government agencies with regard to the use of full potential of public

money is at the heart of a functioning democracy.
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https://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/first-page/bb-moves-to-cut-dollars-spread-at-customer-

level-1574012454

The central bank has started a process to reduce the spread between selling and buying rates of the US dollar at

the customer level to the benefit of exporters and remitters, officials said. As part of the move, 10 leading

commercial banks were asked on Sunday to report in writing in a couple of days, if they face any problem with

reduction of the spread. The instruction was made at a meeting of the senior executives of the banks, held at the

Bangladesh Bank (BB) headquarters in Dhaka on the day with its General Manager Kazi Rafiqul Hassan in the chair.

"We want to revisit the gap between BC (bill for collection) Selling and TT (telegraphic transfer) Clean considering

different cost factors for fixing such rates," a senior official of the Bangladesh Bank (BB) told the FE. He also said

the central bank will also examine the spread between the BC Selling and TT Clean of the neighbouring countries

including India, Pakistan and Sri Lanka. Currently, the banks are allowed to maintain around BDT 1.0 spread

between the BC Selling and TT Clean.

Defaulters get more time to apply for the facility

The Bangladesh Bank on Sunday extended the application submission deadline for granting loan defaulters special

loan rescheduling and one-time exit facility by another 90 days. A BB circular issued on the day said that it had

extended the deadline following a High Court order issued on November 3 this year. The extended timeframe

began on Sunday, the BB circular said. Under the special rescheduling policy that was introduced on May 16 this

year, defaulters are allowed to enjoy a 10-year loan repayment tenure including a one-year grace period by paying

only 2 per cent of their loans as down payment. Initially the defaulters were given 90 days for filing applications to

avail the scope but the deadline has been extended for several times. Under the BB’s new circular, banks would be

allowed to issue fresh loans to the beneficiaries of the loan rescheduling under special policy if the beneficiaries

pay 15 per cent of their loans as down payment for loan rescheduling.
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http://www.newagebd.net/article/90938/defaulters-get-more-time-to-apply-for-the-facility

BSEC stops Shepherd Industries’ buying of ‘suspicious co’

The capital market regulator, Bangladesh Securities and Exchange Commission, has put a stop to Shepherd

Industries Limited’s buying shares of the newly formed Shepherd Jeans for Tk 15.50 crore on finding the

transaction suspicious. The BSEC issued a directive on November 14 in this regard asking Shepherd Industries to

refrain from the transfer of its assets to the newly incorporated private company, Shepherd Jeans. The BSEC found

that Shepherd Jeans was incorporated on April 9, 2019 as a private limited company. On October 24, 2019, the

board of directors of Shepherd Industries decided to buy 15,500 shares of Shepherd Jeans at Tk 10 per share with

assets —land, factory building and machineries — valued at Tk 15.5 crore. However, the commission observed

that the company did not undertake valuation of the Shepherd Jeans assets  as per the securities rules. 

http://www.newagebd.net/article/90944/bsec-stops-shepherd-industries-buying-of-suspicious-co
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Ralph Lauren resumes sourcing from BD

Ralph Lauren, one of the world's largest fashion brands, has resumed sourcing from Bangladesh with reopening its

office here in Dhaka, sources said. The American company stopped sourcing garment items from Bangladesh after

the Rana Plaza building collapse in 2013 that killed more than 1,100 people, mostly garment workers. The

company opened its office few months back while it announced 'Ralph Lauren Bangladesh Sourcing' formally at a

ceremony in the city on Sunday. When asked, Bangladesh Garment Manufacturers and Exporters Association

(BGMEA) president Dr Rubana Huq said: "It's a very good news for the industry." The company that imports

products worth US$ 7.0 billion from across the globe has resumed its operation here after substantial progress

made to improve workplace safety in the country's readymade garment (RMG) industry, she said. Appreciating the

company's re-launching, she said that it was great to have them back at a time when the BGMEA focuses on

improving infrastructure and environmental protection.

https://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/trade-market/ralph-lauren-resumes-sourcing-from-bd-

1574005282

Premier Cement takes up Tk 1,300cr expansion despite industry glut

An unhealthy competition plagues Bangladesh’s cement sector for a 43 percent overcapacity but this seems to

have done little to dissuade Premier Cement from realising plans of doubling its annual production by next March.

“We have constructed two more units in Narayanganj and Chattogram involving Tk 1,300 crore,” the company’s

managing director, Mohammed Amirul Haque, said during a conversation with The Daily Star recently. He said to

have taken up the expansion plans way back in 2017 foreseeing demand taking the lead within 2021. The promise

comes from the past, with demand continually growing for eight years by around 15.6 percent on the back of

government plans on implementing mega projects. The new units are up and ready for trial runs, he said, adding

that its Dhaka Stock Exchange disclosure would come following an annual general meeting in this fiscal year’s third

quarter.

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/premier-cement-takes-tk-1300cr-expansion-despite-

industry-glut-1828651
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Move underway to import extra 30,000 mt octane

The government will import an additional 30,000 metric tonnes of octane to meet the growing demand of fuel,

mainly consumed by vehicles such as cars, jeeps and motorcycles for November and December this year. The

Cabinet Committee on Public Purchase approved the decision on Sunday. Officials of state-owned Bangladesh

Petroleum Corporation (BPC) said the recent price hike of compressed natural gas (CNG) has been the main reason

for an increase in the demand for octane. The government raised the price of CNG to Tk 43 per cubic metre from

Tk 38 with effect from July 1 this year.   The BPC recently sent its proposal in this regard to the Cabinet Division

where it mentioned that the CNG price hike was the main reason for creating an extra demand for octane.  BPC

officials said they have already concluded negotiation with Indonesian state petroleum agency - PT Bumi Siak

Pusako (BSP), Zapin - for the proposed import and sent the proposal to the Cabinet Committee on Economic Affair

and also the Cabinet Committee on Public Purchase for approval.

http://www.theindependentbd.com/post/224075

Onion price starts falling; wholesalers receive backlash

As onion price started falling with the government’s move to import it and arrival of the locally-produced one in

the market, the wholesalers in the capital were seen passing idle time on Sunday due to poor turnout of retailers

fearing losses. A number of wholesalers said retailers were not coming to buy onion apprehending that the price

of the essential kitchen item will drop rapidly after the arrival of cargo planes with the imported onion. Some of

them said they have already suffered losses due to the downtrend in the onion price. Md Shahidul Islam, a

wholesaler at Karwan Bazar wholesale market, said he did not buy any onion on Saturday night for wholesale due

to lack of adequate number of retailers. “I bought 30 sacks of Maynmar onion on Friday at Tk 190-195 per kg but

the wholesale price dropped on Saturday due to Friday night’s government announcement to import it from

different countries. I’ve to count a loss of Tk 30,000 as the price would fall further with the arrival of the imported

onion,” Shahidul added.

http://www.theindependentbd.com/post/224077

Aramco declares $1.71tr valuation in blockbuster IPO

Saudi Arabia on Sunday put a value of up to $1.71 trillion on energy giant Aramco in what could be the world’s

biggest IPO, but missed Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman’s initial target of $2 trillion. Aramco said it would

sell 1.5 percent of the company in a blockbuster initial public offering worth $24-25.6 billion, scaling down Saudi

Arabia’s initial plan to sell up to five percent of the firm. “The base offer size will be 1.5 percent of the company’s

outstanding shares,” the state-owned energy giant said as it began taking bids from investors in a price range of

30-32 Saudi riyals per share ($8-8.5). The much-delayed offering, a cornerstone of Prince Mohammed’s ambitious

plan to diversify the oil-reliant economy, rivals the world’s biggest listing -- the $25 billion float of Chinese retail

giant Alibaba in 2014. Aramco had initially been expected to list on two exchanges, with a first flotation of two

percent on the kingdom’s Tadawul bourse, followed by a further three percent on an overseas exchange.
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Disclaimer

Unless otherwise stated, all information contained in this document (the
“Publication”) shall not be reproduced, in whole or in part, without the prior &

specific written permission/consent of Shanta Securities Limited.

Shanta Securities Limited makes its best effort to ensure that the content in the
Publication is accurate and up to date at all times. Shanta Securities Limited
makes no warranty, representation or undertaking whether expressed or implied,
nor does it assume any legal liability, whether direct or indirect, or responsibility
for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information that contain in
the Publication. It is not the intention of the publication to be used or deemed as
recommendation, option or advice for any action(s) that may take place in future.


